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To the Speaker of Truth, the Supreme King of the Shākyas, 
And to all Sources of Refuge, the Ultimate Guides together with their Heirs, 
Such as the Spiritual Son of the Conqueror, Vajrapāṇi, 
I bow down, with great devotion of my three doors. 

...Then, in a place not far from the realm of the Reviving Hell1 itself, within an expanse alight with contaminated flames surrounded by a fence of iron blazing with fire, countless sentient beings of negative karma were experiencing unfathomable suffering, such as burning there within those flames, being led inside pipes glaring with fire, being ground into iron embers fiercely glowing with fire, and being pressed underneath iron trees intensely ablaze with fire; and they were wailing in agony. Then, once again, I inquired Guru Vajrapāṇi: “Sir, what karmic actions are these the result of, sir?”Asking thus, from the holy visage of Guru Vajrapāṇi came the following: “As for these negative karmas, they are the people who forged guns when they lived in the world of the human realm; while throughout the ages of many previous eons this kind of evil weapon never existed, due to the circumstances of this wicked weapon, which accumulates negative karma, having now spread for seven human generations up until the present, this hell realm has been newly created for them.”“For example, all of those without exception related to one person who currently in the human realm knows how to forge one gun or knows how to attach their muzzles, such as their parents, paternal uncles, maternal uncles, sisters, wives, sons and daughters, grandsons and granddaughters, great-grandchildren, great-great-grandchildren, up to including the very end of their family line, and all those who are seen with the eyes of that blacksmith of evil karma, all those who are heard by his ears, all those who are recollected with his mind, and all those who are connected with him through food, must come to this newly created realm of hell.”“Here, the suffering is less than all the other hell-realms, being at their summit. The life-span is shorter; one lives for what is five hundred years in the heavens of the Four Great Kings; what's considered to be a single day by them is fifty human years, so that makes nine million human years2. Following that, in the Reviving Hells, they will live for five hundred years; what is considered to be a single day here is considered a year there, so that is sixty-two quadrillion human years. Then, when they are freed and the time for transmigration has come, they will descend lower and lower into the Black Lines, Crushing, Screams, Huge Screams, Hot, Extremely Hot, and Ceaseless Torment hells, and the suffering will progressively increase, and the duration 
1 The name of this hell is Saṃjīva in Sanskrit and yang sos (pronounced Yang-sö) in Tibetan.  
2 Actually nine million and one hundred and twenty-five thousand (9, 125, 000) human years, to be precise. 



will become progressively longer.”“Moreover, after the teachings of the Thousand Buddhas of this Fortunate Eon are exhausted, when this eon comes to a close, they will go on, like an arrow launched by an extremely strong person, to be born in hell-realms of other universes and dimensions, where the suffering is far greater, and thenceforth experience unfathomable suffering, again and again.” Thus he spoke. Then, once more I put forth an inquiry to Guru Vajrapāṇi:“As for these “guns”, which have such great evil, by which demons were they consecrated? What kind of disturbing emotions do they amass? Whose actions are responsible for these bad omens, sir?” I asked like that, and from the holy visage of Guru Vajrapāṇi, once again speech issued forth, in the following way: “Listen well without distraction, and keep this in mind! As for these “guns”, they are weapons which damage the Teachings of the Buddha, weapons which destroy the happiness of all living beings, weapons which strongly disturb all the Dharma Guardians and Protectors who accomplish wisdom and action, weapons which are intensely troublesome to all gods, humans, and nāgas, weapons which are consecrated by demons and are the fully accomplished fruition of their aspirations, and moreover, weapons which are consecrated by the eighteen obstacle-making demons and are the fully accomplished fruition of their aspirations, and moreover, weapons which are consecrated by the thirteen infant-tormenting demons and the three vow-corrupting siblings and are the fully accomplished fruition of their aspirations, and moreover, weapons which are consecrated by death lords, human-eating demons, harm-bringing spirits, kingly demons, and hobgoblins and are the fully accomplished fruition of their aspirations, and moreover, weapons which are consecrated by those such as demon hordes together with their troops, victory manipulating spirits, death masters, life-force severing demons, life-taking demons, breath-taking demons, luster-snatching demons, and death demons, and are the fully accomplished fruition of their aspirations.”“The history of these weapons, which have negativities such as these, is one which is unimaginable. Likewise, their evils are extremely great. Their negativity is extremely immense, severely immense, utterly immense; their negativity is unmatched, unrivaled; indeed, their evil is extremely great.”“In the meantime, the people of the Land of Snows, who have little study, contemplation, and wisdom, and do not have a broad scope of knowledge and have no vision due to being blinded by short-sightedness, say, “This gun is like a terma!”, but it definitely is not. As it says in a scripture: If, through ignorance, they do not even understand physical forms, Then what need is there to mention things which give rise to doubt?“In a similar way, for example, it's like how within the sixty-year cycle of the Rabjung calendar, 



things occur such as good and bad crops and wealth, and extreme downfall and extreme scarcity of rain; in this regard, within one year, the heavy downfall of rain, good crops for farmers, and excellent times for the dairy products of nomads are times which are natural, but each of the provinces say, “This is the great compassion of our Root Lama!”, and moreover, regardless of whether the time turns out to be good or bad, some of those who are gossipy and skilled in the eight worldly things say, “This was predicted by our Lama who previously passed away!””“When the sponsor of Gya Zhang Throm and a king started to fight due to being in mutual disagreement, that weapon, which is consecrated by those such as demons who earlier spread from the far shore of the great ocean and is the fully accomplished fruition of their aspirations, was propagated for the first time. From then up until the present, about fifteen human generations have gone by. Under that king, a few guns were developed, and thenceforth, their model was forged and used to repel his opponent's armed forces, which pleased and delighted the king. He said, “This is the compassion of my very own Lama, his skill, his blessing, his power!”, and without Lama Gya Zhang Throm hearing about it, the king set it down in writing, from which it gradually spread.”“Likewise, in a few border areas of Tibet, when the gun, which came from the far side of the great ocean, was able to overpower in disputes and battles in those border areas during times when enemies were multiplying, they said, “It is a terma of Dorje Lingpa!”, set that down in writing, and thus that denigration was gradually propagated.”“Following that, this gun spread to Tibet, the Land of Snows, and it didn't take more than a few human generations for it to become well-known to all.” “If it were a terma of those such as Gya Zhang Throm or Dorje Lingpa, then in that regard, not including the guns of today, when the hundred instructions for the construction of the gun first began to spread, did they spread from the Snowy Land of Tibet to other lands, or not? Along the same lines, for example, is it possible for branches, leaves, and fruit to grow before the roots grow, or not? Likewise, did medicines such as dzati, lishi, aru, baru, and kyuru spread from Tibet before medicine had spread from India, or not?”   “Concerning this gun, as for the way in which the instructions for its construction, which came over from across the non-humans' ocean, have yet to develop, there will be a time when guns which can fire fifteen or twenty bullets at the same time, and which can let loose fifteen or twenty blasts simultaneously, will proliferate. Furthermore, there will be a time when guns which crack the eardrums of all the sentient beings within about a league of their blasts will proliferate. Furthermore, there will be a time when big guns which have the power to destroy a few towns will proliferate. Furthermore, there will be a time when big guns which have the power to incinerate a few towns through miraculous abilities will proliferate. Furthermore, there will be a time when guns which not only strike like arrows, but do not create any sound whatsoever, will proliferate. Furthermore, there will be a time when guns which leave no recourse but death as soon as one is struck by them, and which do not let out any fire, smoke, or sound, will proliferate. Furthermore, there will be a time when guns which know how to travel by maneuvering and going around in the sky will proliferate. Furthermore, there will be a time when guns which 



operate automatically without relying on materials such as sulfur and saltpeter will proliferate. Furthermore, there will be a time when guns which light automatically without needing flint and steel will proliferate. Furthermore, there will be a time when guns which can propel through the middle of the ocean's waters like a fish swimming in water, without being harmed by the effects of water, will proliferate. Furthermore, there will be a time when guns which know how to travel naturally through the sky by themselves will proliferate. Furthermore, there will be a time when guns which travel through the sky by themselves, descend onto armies wherever they are, and as soon as they descend, fire ten bullets from inside the gun which know how to travel in the ten directions, that is, the four primary directions and the four intermediate directions, making eight, and the two up and down directions, making ten, and which know how to reverberate ten sounds, will proliferate. Those and more will arrive, and, as a sign that the merit of the world is diminishing further and further and that merit is depleting, there will be a time when all sorts and all kinds of guns will proliferate.” Thus he spoke. Then, once more I queried Guru Vajrapāṇi: “Sir, as for these guns, what sort of detriments are there in regards to touching with one's hands such weapons, which are bad omens consecrated by demons and are tremendously horrible? What good qualities are there in regards to destroying these evil weapons?” From the holy visage of Guru Vajrapāṇi, this came forth: “Oh! Son of good lineage, you must listen extremely well, and keep this in mind! I will explain it to you. These guns are not like other weapons. There is greater detriment in killing one person with a gun than in killing one hundred people with other weapons such as arrows, spears, or swords. What kind of reason is there for it being greater? Because they are weapons which are consecrated by demons, and which by their very nature are replete with the eighty-four thousand afflictive mental states.” “The iron barrel, which arose from the perverse aspirations made by those such as weapon-demons and family-tormenting demons who are full of the mental affliction of delusion, is a weapon which was formed as the natural expression of the afflictive mental state of delusion, which is a dense darkness.” “Next, the gun, which arose from the perverse aspirations made by those such as evil spirits and demons and family-tormenting demons who have the mental affliction of hatred blazing like fire, is a weapon which was formed as the natural expression of the afflictive mental state of hatred, which has the nature of a bonfire.” “Next, the gun, which arose from the perverse aspirations made by those such as weapon-demons and family-tormenting demons who have the mental affliction of pride that is monolithic like a rocky mountain, is a weapon which was formed as the natural expression of the afflictive mental state of pride, which has the nature of solid iron and has an unpleasant roar.”“The materials of guns which are combined together, such as sulfur and saltpeter, which arose 



from the perverse aspirations made by those such as weapon-demons and family-tormenting demons who have the mental affliction of greed boiling like water, are weapons which were formed as the natural expression of the afflictive mental state of greed, which has the nature of water.”“The bullets of guns, which know how to travel in empty space as they are carried on the wind, arose from the perverse aspirations made by those such as weapon-demons and family-tormenting demons who have the mental affliction of envy whirling like wind, are weapons which were formed as the natural expression of the afflictive mental state of envy, which has the nature of wind.”“Oh! Although that sort of history is inconceivable, as for these miraculous weapons of the five poisons of mental affliction that are consecrated by demons, whoever touches them will experience detriment which is inconceivable, but, if I tell you in brief: “Whoever touches those weapons of bad omens, that very person was, in previous lives, initiated by demons, given substances of the five poisons of mental affliction by demons, consecrated by demons, fell under the power of demons, and those wrongdoers of bad karma, which arose from the incantations and perverse aspirations of demons, will cast aside the Teachings of the Buddha.” “Furthermore, because this weapon of bad omens and the five poisons is the source of the four hundred and four varieties of illness, it has come to be the precursor of sickness. Because this weapon of bad omens and the five poisons is the source of the eighty thousand varieties of harmful spirits, it has come to be the precursor of harmful spirits. Because this weapon of bad omens and the five poisons is the source of the eighteen demonic brothers and sisters, it has come to be the precursor of death by the sword; all who carry this evil weapon of samsara on their backs will, from rebirth to rebirth, from lifetime to lifetime, die by the sword. Because this weapon of bad omens and the five poisons is the source of the eight kinds of untimely death, from rebirth to rebirth, from lifetime to lifetime, untimely death will abruptly and suddenly occur.”“Moreover, in whichever lands and in whichever households this weapon of bad omens and the five poisons itself abides, hordes of demons, hordes of the eighteen weapon brother and sister weapon demons, hordes of the thirteen infant-tormenting demons, the demonic hordes who live with the three vow-corrupting siblings, hordes of death-lord demons, hordes of human-eating demons, hordes of kingly demons, hordes of hobgoblins, hordes of demonic retinues together with their troops, hordes of death-master demons, hordes of life-severing demons, hordes of life-taking demons, hordes of breath-taking demons, hordes of luster-stealing demons, hordes of murderous demons, hordes of destroying demons, hordes of disease-spreading spirits, hordes of vow-damaging demons, hordes of bad omen-creating demons, all of them, without exception, with none left out, and with none left behind, will naturally live in that household.”“As for the type that owns guns, they are without any method for dealing with their bad karma, even if the Ultimate Guides, the Thousand Buddhas, were to arrive simultaneously, and they will go down to hell like a falling meteorite.”



“Also, whoever partakes in eating meat, drinking blood, drinking meat-broth, wearing hide, and even up to and including eating meat just the size of a mustard seed or drinking so much as a droplet of meat-broth of a sentient being that has been killed with a gun must go on to the hell-realms.”“As for this, Shākyamuni Buddha taught it to me, Guru Vajrapāṇi, without me asking, and likewise, I, Guru Vajrapāṇi, have also expressed it well and directly to you, son of good lineage, Pema Düddül, without addition or omission, and without mistake as to its meaning.” “If fully-ordained monks and nuns, candidate nuns, novice monks and nuns, and even up to and including those who observe even one kind of vow should go inside whatever household where that kind of weapon of the five poisons itself abides, then their vows, whatever they might be, whether the seven or eight branch vows of individual liberation or any others, will degenerate.” “It is certain that even those who simply pick them up with their hands will go to the hell-realms.”“Likewise, those who have the bodhichitta vows, and also the vidyādhara vows obtained during the conferral of the empowerments of Secret Mantra, will have their commitments deteriorate. What's more, in particular, those who have the pratimoksha vows, that is, upāsakas3 who observe one kind of vow, upāsakas who observe most of them, those observe all of them in their entirety, upāsakas who observe celibacy, unmarried upāsakas, male and female fully-ordained monastics, candidate nuns, and male and female novice monastics, those who have the vows of aspirational and applied bodhichitta, and those who have the vidyādhara vows of Secret Mantra who come to pick up with their hands, carry on their backs, and continually hold this weapon of bad omens and the five poisons itself will be consecrated by demons; the lotus of their intellect and the luminous clarity of their minds will wane, a dense darkness of delusion will gather over their storehouse consciousness of habitual imprints, hatred will blaze like fire, any and all appearances will arise as enemies, envy will swirl towards those above them like wind, pride will crash down on those below them like a mountain, they will feel competitive towards those equal to them, and furthermore, greed will boil like water, they will have no contentment towards food and wealth, and in particular, their minds will not free from attachment to the opposite sex for even a moment, and nothing but lust will arise in their minds. Envy will blow towards those higher than them like a gale, and, due to being without real autonomy for even a moment, black wind will vacillate within them. Things such as those, and also all kinds of bad omens will occur, such as bad divinations, unfortunate sights, negative signs, and inauspiciousness. Whether they hold the pratimoksha, bodhisattva, or mantra vows, all those who do things such as touch and carry this weapon of bad omens and the five poisons will, as soon as they die and are ready to transmigrate, fall into the realms of hell, and will be not be freed for many eons.”“This kind of weapon of the five poisons of mental affliction consecrated by demons is currently being offered inside the temples and protector shrines of all holy places to the Three Jewels and the Dharma Guardians, yet, because it is a deplorable weapon that is consecrated by demons, it should not be offered and installed. Generally, it is the case that one should present all owned and 
3 An upāsaka is a Buddhist layperson who holds various vows of ethical discipline. Upāsaka is male and upāsika is female. 



unowned offerings to the Three Jewels in reliance upon the three purities4, but when we refer to the weapons and armor that should be installed as offerings to the Three Roots and the Dharma Guardians, it means those which are blessed and empowered by the Victorious Ones of the three times. The definition of those which are to be installed is those which are divine weapons, such as arrows, spears, tridents, clubs, vajras, bells, swords, lotuses, crosses, wheels, and curved knives. They should be installed, held as ritual implements, and offered to the Mamos, Protectors, and Dharma Guardians. This weapon of bad omens and the five poisons of mental affliction has not been blessed by the Victorious Ones of the three times. It has not been empowered to Dharma Guardians and Protectors. It was never foretold that it would be used as an ornament. It was also never foretold that it would be kept as a ritual implement. It was also never foretold that it would be installed as a symbol of power. With respect to any and all of that which is formed of material substance within the world of appearance and existence, there is absolutely nothing that should not offered, but as for this weapon of bad omens and the five poisons, the Buddhas of the past never said that it should be offered. The Buddhas who abide in the present also do not say that. The Buddhas who shall arrive later will also not say that. Likewise, as for the Deities and Protectors holding this weapon of the negative fruition of the five poisons as a ritual implement, you will not see a single one among the Buddhas of the past and those who abide in the present, along with their retinues, including the worldly ones, who does so. You will not hear about it. It has never been seen, nor has it been heard. Along the same lines, as for making an offering of and installing this weapon of the five poisons, it is like, for example, pouring the poison of black wolf's bane into an excellent food of the world imbued with taste, potency, and power. If this evil and despicable weapon of bad omens, which is discordant with the stainless Teachings of the Buddha, is offered as a investment of power to the Dharma Guardians, Deities, and Protectors, far from pleasing their minds, it is like stabbing an arrow into their hearts. There are many such metaphors and analogies for the inappropriateness of offering and installing them. If this weapon of the five poisons is installed for the Deities and Protectors, blessings will decrease, charisma will lessen, power and ability will come to naught, physical prowess and agility will vanish, spiritual attainments will not be acquired, the Protectors will be extremely disturbed, intensely disturbed, and much more; the negative consequences are beyond the imagination.” “In whatever places where there is a monastery in which a weapon of bad omens and the five poisons such as this abides, bad divinations, tumultuous astrological occurrences, bad dreams, and the triad of blight, frost, and hail will tighten their grip, famine will occur, misfortune will befall property, rains will not fall in a timely manner, harvests and livestock will be meager, life will be short, sickness will be plentiful, white hairs will grow during the time of youth, the teachings of weapons will be propagated, the Teachings of the Buddha will decline, and as a sign 
4 The three purities (Tib: dag pa gsum) can refer to several “three purities”: 1) the threefold purity in Kriya Tantra – the purity of the outer world [or the purity of the deity and the mandala], the purity of the inner contents [or the purity of the materials and enjoyments/resources], and the purity of the components, bases, and activities which form the mental continuum [or the purity of the mantras and meditative absorptions]; 2) the threefold purity in Mahayana practice, also known as the “purity of the three spheres” [in the sense of their emptiness] – the purity of the sphere of subject/agent, the purity of the sphere of object/recipient, and the purity of the sphere of the action/interaction between the subject and object; and 3) the threefold purity required for the study of Dharma – the purity of the teacher's speech, the purity of the student's mental continuum, and the purity of the Dharma being explained. Most likely what is referred to here is the second one, the purity of the three spheres, which is often used in reference to making offerings.  



that the triad of gods, nāgas, and humans and the eight classes of gods and demons are in disarray, there will be earthquakes, rain will beat down from above, thunder will rage, lakes will swell, mountains will collapse, comets will appear, planets will shift, mountains will grumble, sounds will reverberate out of empty skies, and the danger of fire, danger of water, danger of wind, danger of wild animals, and all the sicknesses of the border regions will come to the country of Tibet, and, among those sicknesses, there will be those which crack heads, those which block throats, all kinds of ulcers and blisters, the eighteen types of leprosy, and puffiness of the penis; a great deal of inauspicious things such as those will come to spread, and all of them will arise from this weapon, which is the very embodiment of bad omens and the five poisons.”“Furthermore, son of good lineage, listen well and intensely, and keep this in mind! I will tell you, just in brief, the good qualities to be had from abandoning that weapon of bad omens. For example, compared to performing many hundreds of thousands of acts of generosity with one thousand small pieces of gold that are obtained from selling one gun, the meritorious benefits of simply cutting off the barrel of a gun are hundreds of thousands of millions of billions times greater, and even that figure cannot approach it. Since that is the case, there is no need to speak of completely destroying a gun. Likewise, compared to the vast sorts of virtuous roots that a rich and wealthy person accomplishes through performing all kinds of abundant generosity in the wake of a deceased person, the merit of destroying one gun is greater; and a mass of negative actions about the size of Mount Meru will be purified, as well. For that reason, compared to gurus and spiritual teachers guiding one hundred million unrighteous people onto the path of virtue, the merit of breaking one gun is greater. Therefore, everyone, including all lamas, monastic communities,  monastic colleges, and disciplinarians without exception, must thus exert themselves solely in the virtue of endeavoring to destroy these guns!”“Throughout a great many previous eons, countless wars, battles, conflicts, and struggles have occurred, yet there was never a violent method for defeating enemies such as guns, and not even the mere name of the gun was renowned. Therefore, the power of the virtuous roots that come from doing things such as destroying oneself, having others destroy, and rejoicing in the destruction by oneself and others of guns is without rival among all other virtues. Through the power of the virtue that comes from doing those things, in all rebirths, from lifetime to lifetime, one will have long life, freedom from sickness, an abundance of all good things, an excellent physical form, and a pleasant voice; one will be charming to all, never be born in the three lower realms, overpower the five poisons of mental affliction, never regress further within samsara, and, completing the collections and purifying the obscurations, one will be confirmed within the Mahāyana, become an heir of all the Buddhas of the three times, a great hero who is utterly victorious over all directions, and more; there is an inconceivably great number of good qualities.” Thus he spoke. Then, I thought to myself, “Wow! As far as this gun is concerned, its downsides are so incredibly huge. They were spoken from the holy visage of the Teacher, the Complete Buddha, and Guru Vajrapāṇi made me aware of them, and so, it wouldn't be right for me to ever forget everything that's been taught!”. Contemplating thus, I drew the emblem of a promise, again and again, on my heart. “Furthermore, as for the extent of the great suffering of all those metalworkers of evil karma, 



those people who forge new guns, those who attach the muzzles of guns, and those who straighten crooked ones, to wit, those very blacksmiths will be thrown inside a gun blazing with fire, with a barrel just big enough to stuff in the blacksmiths themselves, like, for example, pushing a butter rope inside a bamboo pipe or copper pipe. Inside the mouth of the gun, they will be beaten with iron trees seething with fire. After that, inside the muzzle of the gun, the head, body, and limbs of the blacksmiths will, like curd, be churned. Then, to use an illustration, like pulling a butter rope straight out all at once, they will come out, but still won't be dead. And what's more, sometimes, the evil substances of hell will be poured into the gun, and those blacksmiths themselves will be forced on top of them, and like, for example, how one can become disoriented and pass out when a gun is fired, when that gun is fired, the blacksmiths themselves will explode into atoms and particles. Following that, those blacksmiths themselves will be inserted into an iron pipe wildly ablaze with fire, be severely burned, and once again pulled out, after which they will be smithed on top of a iron anvil glaring with flames. All their flesh and bones will be beaten with a hammer about the size of Mount Meru into chunks and fragments, their flesh will splinter, their blood will be scattered into drops and their bones into shards, and, as the person and the iron are both ferociously burning with flames, they will appear to be indistinguishable. On top of that, sometimes, it will appear as if they are being forced in between several iron trees blazing with fire. Plus, they will be cooked inside boiling molten iron that simmers savagely, and iron hail will fall down unabated, which will pierce right through them.”  
Thus did Je Drubchen Rinpoche [Nyakla Pema Düddül] relate his visions of the hells in general and  
those of solely guns in particular, when I asked him in detail about things such as what the need was  
for his having again and again smashed guns, destroying about three hundred guns in Chakdü 
Mountain, and time and time again, on earlier and later occasions, destroying in total about over  
five hundred guns; he replied by saying that it was like this. 

Through the virtue of the visions of the hells in general and those of guns in particular, this record of  
the hells itself which I, the beggar Tsanyak Sherab Tharchin Pel Zangpo, wrote down just as it was  
taught, may the age of weapons and the like be pacified, may the outer universe and its inner  
inhabitants be completely filled with virtue, and may all experience the glory of benefit and  
happiness. 

VIRTUE! VIRTUE! VIRTUE! 

Translated from Tibetan by Erick Tsiknopoulos (Sherab Zangpo)in McLeod Ganj, Dharamsala, India, November-December 2012.Special thanks to Dr. Lobzang Gyamtso for his help with reviewing the translation and providing commentary and explanation for many points in the text.
Translator's Dedication: By the merit of translating this text, may all living beings have happiness and the causes of happiness, accomplish virtuous actions, and quickly attain enlightenment. In all countries of the world, may wars and violence decrease, may positive mental states increase, may all people dedicate themselves to the welfare of others, and may all live in harmony and bliss. 



 
  

 
  


